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Network Design Decisions in Supply Chain
Planning

M.T. Melo, S. Nickel and F. Saldanha-da-Gama

Abstract Structuring global supply chain networks is a complex decision-making
process. The typical inputs to such a process consist of a setof customer zones to
serve, a set of products to be manufactured and distributed,demand projections for
the different customer zones, and information about futureconditions, costs (e.g. for
production and transportation) and resources (e.g. capacities, available raw materi-
als). Given the above inputs, companies have to decide whereto locate new service
facilities (e.g. plants, warehouses), how to allocate procurement and production ac-
tivities to the various manufacturing facilities, and how to manage the transportation
of products through the supply chain network in order to satisfy customer demands.
We propose a mathematical modelling framework capturing many practical aspects
of network design problems simultaneously. For problems ofreasonable size we
report on computational experience with standard mathematical programming soft-
ware. The discussion is extended with other decisions required by many real-life
applications in strategic supply chain planning. In particular, the multi-period nature
of some decisions is addressed by a more comprehensive model, which is solved by
a specially tailored heuristic approach. The numerical results suggest that the solu-
tion procedure can identify high quality solutions within reasonable computational
time.
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1 Introduction

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the process of planning, implementing and
controlling the operations of the supply chain efficiently.SCM spans all movements
and storage of raw materials, work-in-process inventory, and finished goods from
the point-of-origin to the point-of-consumption (see [34]). Part of the planning pro-
cesses in SCM aim at finding the best possible supply chain configuration so that
all operations can be performed in an efficient way. This entails integrating facility
location with other important functions of the supply chainsuch as procurement,
production, inventory, distribution, and routing.

Typically, three planning levels are distinguished depending on the time horizon:
strategic, tactical and operational (see [4]). As stated in[34], “the strategic level
deals with decisions that have a long-lasting effect on the firm. These include de-
cisions regarding the number, location and capacities of warehouses and manufac-
turing plants, or the flow of material through the logistics network”. This statement
establishes a clear link between location models and strategic SCM.

The termsnetwork designandsupply chain network design(SCND) are often
employed as synonyms of strategic supply chain planning (see [5, 21, 33]). Al-
though typically no location decisions are made on the tactical or even operational
level, a number of issues are strongly related to them such asinventory control
policies, the choice of transportation modes and capacities, warehouse layout and
management, and vehicle routing. According to [38], “in today’s competitive mar-
ket, a company’s distribution network must meet service goals at the lowest possible
cost. In some instances, a company may be able to save millions of dollars in logis-
tics costs and simultaneously improve service levels by redesigning its distribution
network. To achieve this, an ideal network must have the optimum number, size, and
location of warehouses to support the inventory replenishment activities of its retail-
ers”. This statement calls for sophisticated facility location models to determine the
best supply chain configuration. Moreover, it underlines the interrelation between
the strategic and the tactical/operational planning levels.

From the above reasoning it becomes clear that good locationmodels are needed
to support the SCND phase. Moreover, certain aspects shouldbe taken explicitly
into consideration to obtain a facility location model thatis compatible with the
planning needs of the supply chain environment. Naturally,facility location and
supply chain aspects could be handled in an iterative manner. The approach fol-
lowed in [37] is such an example of non-integrated decision-making in SCND: first,
new facilities are selected from a candidate set and next, the corresponding trans-
portation problem is solved. Since the two problems are solved separately, they do
not fulfill the requirements of SCM to find a global optimal network configuration.
The motivation for using an iterative methodology is due to the fact that location
decisions may impose a strong simplification on the tactical/operational level (es-
pecially those directly related to the location of new facilities). However, optimality
can only be guaranteed with full integration (see [12, 17]).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
general settings and assumptions of classical facility location models and discusses
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the reasons why such models are not suitable to support strategic decisions in supply
chain planning. Section 3 introduces a comprehensive modelthat captures important
practical aspects of SCND. Section 4 is dedicated to a numberof features specific to
strategic SCM but which have not received adequate attention in the literature on fa-
cility location. One of the discussed aspects concerns an extended planning horizon
which is further examined in Section 5 through the development of a multi-period
facility relocation model. A novel heuristic approach based on tabu search is briefly
described for solving this problem. Finally, Section 6 presents some conclusions and
possible directions for future research.

2 Classical models

Historically, researchers have focused relatively early on the design of distribution
systems (see [14]), but without considering the supply chain as a whole. Typically,
a discrete facility location model was proposed which possibly included some addi-
tional features. As early as 1985, some important mixed-integer linear formulations
for production-distribution systems were reviewed in [1].However, these models
had limited scope and could not deal with a realistic supply chain structure. Later
in the 90’s, [14] argued that the first steps towards embedding relevant features for
SCM in facility location models were being gradually taken.These included: (i)
customer-specific product subsets; (ii) lower as well as upper limits on the ship-
ments of a given product at a given plant; (iii) product specific weighting factors for
throughput measures at distribution centres (DCs); (iv) piecewise linear approxima-
tions to non-linear costs; (v) the ability to locate plants as well as DCs; (vi) joint
capacity constraints across products at plants; (vii) raw material conversion activ-
ities at one or two layers; (viii) additional distribution and production layers. By
the same time, [29] also suggested including additional features in facility location
models, namely new objectives (e.g. maximum return on investment) and decisions
related to the choice of equipment to be installed in new facilities.

In a discrete facility location problem, the selection of the sites where new facil-
ities are to be established is restricted to a finite set of available candidate locations.
The simplest setting of such a problem is the one in whichp facilities are to be
selected to minimize the total (weighted) distances or costs for supplying customer
demands. This is the so-calledp-median problem which has attracted much atten-
tion in the literature (see e.g. [7, 9, 30]). This setting assumes that all candidate sites
are equivalent in terms of the setup cost for establishing a new facility. When this is
not the case, the objective function is extended with a term for fixed facility location
costs and as a result, the number of facilities to be open typically becomes an en-
dogenous decision. This new setting is known in the literature as the uncapacitated
facility location problem (UFLP). Extensive references tothe UFLP can be found,
for example, in [25] and [31]. In both thep-median problem and the UFLP, each cus-
tomer is allocated to the open facility that minimizes his/her assignment cost. One of
the most important extensions of the UFLP is the capacitatedfacility location prob-
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lem (CFLP), in which exogenous values are considered for themaximum demand
that can be supplied from each potential site. In this case, the closest-assignment
property is no longer valid.

The above mentioned models have several common characteristics namely, a
single-period planning horizon, deterministic parameters (i.e. demands and costs), a
single product, one type of facility, and location-allocation decisions. Clearly, these
models are insufficient to handle realistic facility location settings. Therefore, many
extensions to the basic problems have been proposed and extensively studied.

A crucial aspect of many practical location problems regards the existence of dif-
ferent types of facilities, each one of which playing a specific role (e.g. production
or warehousing), and a natural material flow (that is, a hierarchy) between them.
Each set of facilities of the same type is usually denoted by alayer or an echelon,
thus defining a level in the hierarchy of facilities. Starting with the pioneering ar-
ticle [19], new facility location models emerged taking several facility layers into
account. The problem studied in [19] addressed the simultaneous location of plants
and warehouses. It was further extended in [36] through the consideration of a gen-
eral number of location layers. Many other papers can be found in the literature
addressing this topic (see [32]). From the point of view of core location analysis,
very little importance has been given to intra-layer material flows. Moreover, the
possibility of direct flows from upper layers to customers (or to layers not immedi-
ately below) has been scarcely addressed in the literature.

Another aspect driven by real-life applications, and that has raised much attention
in the literature, refers to multiple commodities. The pioneering work by [41] was a
starting point for the development of new models (see [20] and references therein).
The models developed in [11] and [13] combined both aspects –multiple layers and
commodities – by considering two facility layers, capacitated facilities and differ-
ent products. However, location decisions were restrictedto the layer dedicated to
warehousing.

In synthesis, the features captured by classical models aresummarized as fol-
lows:

• Networks are too specific and although they include a categorization of facilities
into levels, usually at most three levels are considered;

• Materials can only flow from one level to the next (e.g. from plants to DCs and/or
from DCs to customers);

• Strategic decisions only focus on facility location and allocation of customers to
the operating facilities;

• Facility location is usually restricted to one or two levels(plants and/or DCs);
• Demand is assumed to occur only at the lowest level of the network.

Although core facility location models, such as the UFLP andthe CFLP, are
a long way from approaching realistic problems in strategicsupply chain planning,
they (and many of their extensions) have been extremely helpful as a basis for build-
ing comprehensive models that include SCM decisions in addition to location. In the
next section we describe a mathematical optimisation modelthat captures various
practical aspects playing an important role in SCND.
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3 A facility location model featuring supply chain aspects

We consider a supply chain network with a general structure as the one depicted
in Figure 1. Location decisions concern the maintenance of existing facilities and
the setup of new facilities. The latter are chosen from a pre-defined set of candi-
date sites. Furthermore, location planning may be conducted for different types of
facilities simultaneously (e.g. plants and DCs). Strategic decisions also focus on
procurement, production, distribution, capacity expansion, and customer demand
satisfaction. A bill of materials (BOM) may be specified for each end product listing
the requirements for components, subassemblies and raw materials. The objective is
to determine the optimal network configuration so as to minimize total costs. These
include fixed charges for opening new and closing existing facilities, and variable
procurement, production, transportation, resource expansion, and penalty demand
costs.

Suppliers Plants
Distribution 
centres Customers

Fig. 1 A general supply chain network.

Let L denote the set of all facilities. These are categorized in so-calledselectable
andnon-selectablefacilities. Selectable facilities include both existing facilities (the
setSc), that may be closed, and potential sites for establishing new facilities (the set
So). Observe thatS= Sc∪So, Sc∩So = /0 andS⊆ L, with S denoting the subset
of all selectable facilities. Non-selectable facilities form the setL \S and include
those existing facilities that must remain in operation. Plants and warehouses that
must continue supporting supply chain activities, and are therefore not subject of
location decisions, belong to this set. Note that customersare also viewed as special
non-selectable facilities having demand requirements forgiven commodities. Fur-
thermore, letP denote the set of all product types ranging from raw materials and
components to end products. The set of production resourcesis denoted byRp and
represents available production equipment. Moreover, resources required to handle
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commodities (e.g. material handling equipment such as forklifts) belong to the set
Rh. Further notation is introduced as follows:

Costs

BCℓ,p : unit cost of procuring productp ∈ P at facility ℓ ∈ L from an external
supplier

MCℓ,p : unit cost of manufacturing productp∈ P at facility ℓ ∈ L
TCℓ,ℓ′,p : unit cost of transporting productp ∈ P from facility ℓ ∈ L to facility

ℓ′ ∈ L\ {ℓ}
EPCr : unit cost of expanding production resourcer ∈ Rp

EHCr : unit cost of expanding handling resourcer ∈ Rh

PDCℓ,p : unit penalty cost for not satisfying demand for productp∈ P at facility
ℓ ∈ L

SCℓ : fixed cost for closing the existing selectable facilityℓ ∈ Sc

FCℓ : fixed cost for opening the new selectable facilityℓ ∈ So

Parameters

µℓ,r,p : number of units of production resourcer ∈ Rp required to manufacture
one unit of productp∈ P at facility ℓ ∈ L

λ i
ℓ,r,p : number of units of handling resourcer ∈ Rh consumed upon receiving

one unit of productp∈ P at facility ℓ ∈ L
λ o

ℓ,r,p : number of units of handling resourcer ∈ Rh consumed upon shipping
one unit of productp∈ P out of facility ℓ ∈ L

PRr : available capacity of production resourcer ∈ Rp

EPRr : maximum allowed capacity expansion of production resource r ∈ Rp

HRr : available capacity of handling resourcer ∈ Rh

EHRr : maximum allowed capacity expansion of handling resourcer ∈ Rh

Dℓ,p : demand for productp∈ P at facility ℓ ∈ L
aℓ,q,p : number of units of productq∈P required to produce one unit of product

p∈ P (q 6= p) at facility ℓ ∈ L
M : arbitrarily large constant

Decision variables

bℓ,p : number of units of productp ∈ P procured by facilityℓ ∈ L from an
external supplier

mℓ,p : number of units of productp∈ P manufactured at facilityℓ ∈ L
tℓ,ℓ′,p : number of units of productp ∈ P transported from facilityℓ ∈ L to

facility ℓ′ ∈ L\ {ℓ}
xr : number of units of production resourcer ∈Rp required above its normal

capacity
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yr : number of units of handling resourcer ∈ Rh required above its normal
capacity

zℓ,p : number of units of unsatisfied demand for productp∈P at facility ℓ∈ L
δℓ = 1 if the selectable facilityℓ ∈ S is operated, and 0 otherwise

Under the assumption that all inputs are nonnegative, our SCND problem is for-
mulated as a mixed integer program (MIP) as follows:

(SCNDP) MIN ∑
ℓ∈L

∑
p∈P

BCℓ,p bℓ,p + ∑
ℓ∈L

∑
p∈P

MCℓ,pmℓ,p + ∑
ℓ∈L

∑
ℓ′∈L\{ℓ}

∑
p∈P

TCℓ,ℓ′,p tℓ,ℓ′,p

+ ∑
r∈Rp

EPCr xr + ∑
r∈Rh

EHCr yr + ∑
ℓ∈L

∑
p∈P

PDCℓ,p zℓ,p + ∑
ℓ∈So

FCℓ δℓ

+ ∑
ℓ∈Sc

SCℓ (1−δℓ) (1)

s. to : bℓ,p + ∑
ℓ′∈L\{ℓ}

tℓ′,ℓ,p +mℓ,p =

∑
q∈P

aℓ,p,qmℓ,q + ∑
ℓ′∈L\{ℓ}

tℓ,ℓ′,p +Dℓ,p−zℓ,p ∀ℓ ∈ L, ∀p∈ P, (2)

∑
ℓ∈L

∑
p∈P

µℓ,r,pmℓ,p ≤ PRr +xr ∀r ∈ Rp, (3)

∑
ℓ∈L

∑
p∈P

λ i
ℓ,r,p bℓ,p + ∑

ℓ∈L
∑

ℓ′∈L\{ℓ}
∑
p∈P

(

λ o
ℓ,r,p +λ i

ℓ′,r,p

)

tℓ,ℓ′,p ≤ HRr +yr ∀r ∈ Rh,

(4)

0≤ xr ≤ EPRr ∀r ∈ Rp, (5)

0≤ yr ≤ EHRr ∀r ∈ Rh, (6)

0≤ zℓ,p ≤ Dℓ,p ∀ℓ ∈ L, ∀p∈ P, (7)

0≤ bℓ,p ≤ M δℓ, 0≤ mℓ,p ≤ M δℓ, 0≤ tℓ,ℓ′,p ≤ M δℓ ∀ℓ ∈ S, ∀p∈ P, (8)

0≤ tℓ,ℓ′,p ≤ M δℓ ∀ℓ ∈ S, ∀ℓ′ ∈ L\{ℓ}, ∀p∈ P, (9)

0≤ tℓ,ℓ′,p ≤ M δℓ ∀ℓ ∈ L\{ℓ′}, ∀ℓ′ ∈ S, ∀p∈ P, (10)

bℓ,p ≥ 0, mℓ,p ≥ 0, tℓ,ℓ′,p ≥ 0 ∀ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ L\S, ∀p∈ P, (11)

δℓ ∈ {0,1} ∀ℓ ∈ S. (12)

The objective function (1) describes the costs to be minimized. These include
variable procurement, production, transportation, capacity expansion, and penalty
costs. The latter are charged to non-supplied demand. In addition, fixed costs for
opening and closing facilities are also incurred. Constraints (2) are the usual flow
conservation conditions. The inbound flow to facilityℓ regarding some productp
results from procurement and production operations at the facility as well as from
the total amount of productp transported from other facilities. The outbound flow
in equations (2) includes the production of new commoditiesusing productp as
raw material, the total amount ofp shipped to other facilities and the total satis-
fied demand. Constraints (3) and (4) guarantee that the capacity of production and
handling resources is not exceeded. Constraints (5) and (6)refer to the maximum
allowed expansion of production and handling resources. Constrains (7) impose an
upper bound on the amount of unsatisfied demand. Inequalities (8)–(10) ensure that
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procurement, production and transportation activities only take place at operating
facilities. Finally, constraints (11) and (12) represent non-negativity and binary con-
ditions.

The above formulation (SCNDP) describes a comprehensive model which links
facility location decisions with typical supply chain decisions such as procurement
and production. The following list highlights the featuresthat can be modelled
with (SCNDP).

• No strict categorization of facilities into echelons is imposed a priori. Moreover,
any type of facility can be considered. As a result, any network configuration can
be modelled (e.g. plants, central and regional warehouses,customers);

• Products may flow between any type of facility (e.g. direct shipments from plants
to customers, transportation of semi-finished products to other plants to be trans-
formed into end products);

• Demand for multiple commodities may occur in any facility;
• Unfilled demand is allowed at the expense of penalty costs;
• Multi-stage production is considered along with the corresponding BOMs;
• No restrictions are imposed on the type of facilities to open/close;
• In addition to classic location and transportation decisions, other strategic deci-

sions regarding procurement and production of commoditiescan be modelled;
• Production and handling resources are site and product independent. As a result,

a resource may be used by different products in different facilities, thus generaliz-
ing the classic way capacity availability is modelled in facility location problems,
where each facility has its own capacity;

• Consumption of handling resources may differ for incoming and outgoing prod-
ucts in a facility;

• The available capacity of production and handling resources can be extended
(e.g. through overtime work) at the expense of additional costs.

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained by solving 144 randomly generated in-
stances of model (SCNDP) with the commercial optimization solver CPLEX 8.0
[18] on a Pentium III PC with a 850 MHz processor and 1 GB RAM. The test in-
stances refer to networks comprising plants, DCs and customers. Facility location
decisions concern 10 existing DCs (which may be closed) and aset of 20 candi-
date sites for establishing new DCs. Each test instance has five plants and a total
number of customers ranging from 50 to 200 (by taking multiples of 50). The latter
have demand requirements for 5, 10 or 15 commodities. The generated networks
have 70-80% of the total number of possible arcs for the transportation of goods.
Direct shipments from plants to customers are allowed. Costs were drawn at ran-
dom from uniform distributions over given intervals and assigned to the following
operations and facilities: procurement costs at plants andDCs, production costs at
plants, transportation costs through the network, openingcosts of new DCs, and
closing costs of existing DCs. Finally, three different types of availability of pro-
duction and handling resources were considered: (i) unlimited resource capacity
yielding uncapacitated problems, (ii) medium resource availability meaning that in
some cases resource extension is necessary in order to satisfy demand requirements,
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and (iii) large resource availability so that most customerdemands are satisfied with
the available capacities. In (ii) and (iii), resource expansion costs were randomly
generated and penalty costs for partial customer demand satisfaction were assigned
very large values.

Problem class # Variables # Constraints CPU time (s) LP-gap(%)
Uncapacitated Avg. 12859.4 13027.3 29.0 4.5

Min. 2791.0 2567.0 2.7 0.2
Max. 29344.0 30414.0 68.3 14.1

Medium capacity Avg. 13563.1 13907.7 189.1 0.0
Min. 2952.0 3085.0 3.9 0.0
Max. 30908.0 31471.0 2002.5 0.3

Large capacity Avg. 13563.2 13907.8 3113.8 8.8
Min. 2951.0 3088.0 20.4 1.6
Max. 30908.0 31470.0 13599.0 20.6

Table 1 Size of the test instances and performance of the CPLEX solver.

Columns three and four in Table 1 describe the size of the testinstances by spec-
ifying the average, minimum and maximum number of variablesand constraints of
the corresponding formulation (SCNDP). Column five indicates the CPU time (in
seconds) required to obtain the optimal solution of each test instance. As can be ob-
served, the size of capacity has a strong impact on the CPU time, with the uncapac-
itated problems being the easiest to solve, as expected. Thenumber of customer de-
mands supplied by multiple DCs drops as the resource availability increases. There-
fore, decreases in resource capacities compel more facilities to be established to
satisfy demands, and lead to higher expenditures in settingup new facilities. As
a result, customers may be “closer” to facilities, thereby reducing the transporta-
tion costs. However, a minimum cost network needs to be selected among a large
number of different possible network configurations, thus accounting for the larger
CPU times reported for the class of problems with large capacities. All instances
could be solved in less than four hours which is an acceptablecomputational effort
for a strategic planning problem.

As a measure of the tightness of the MIP formulation, column six in Table 1
displays the relative percentage deviation (“LP-gap”) between the optimal solution
value and the lower bound given by the linear relaxation. During our computational
study we observed that the first feasible solution identifiedby CPLEX had, on aver-
age, reasonable quality and was obtained in less than 3.5 minutes. This is an attrac-
tive feature from a practitioner’s viewpoint, since instead of waiting for the branch-
and-cut tree to be completely explored by CPLEX, the user mayspecify a desired
time limit for a problem to be solved and expect to obtain a good solution.

Finally, we refer the interested reader to [4] for a description of the integration of
the above MIP model into the optimization suitemySAP Supply Chain Management
developed by the software company SAP (Germany).
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4 Additional features in supply chain design

In addition to the features analyzed in the previous section, and which led to the
comprehensive model (SCNDP), there are several other aspects that should be taken
into account while developing a facility location model that is compatible with the
planning needs of the supply chain environment.

The first (and most obvious) group of features needed as an extension of gen-
eral facility location models concern decisions related totransportation. Along with
product shipments between facilities in the same layer and direct deliveries from
higher level facilities to customer locations, also the following aspects should be
analyzed:

• choice of transportation modes and capacities,
• setup of transportation links,
• selection of single or multi-sourcing relationships between facilities and cus-

tomers.

Among the few contributions dedicated to the study of transportation modes we
refer to [6] and [42]. In an international context, this is a consequence of the natural
options of transportation around the world: by air, by sea orby land, as considered
in [3].

A further group of extensions to classical location models refer to multiple facil-
ity layers and “location layers”, as well as multiple commodities. While the latter
feature has been often considered (cf. Section 2), the former two aspects are sel-
dom addressed in an SCM context. As reported in a recent review of hierarchical
location models [32], facility location problems have beenmostly studied for single-
level systems. However, from Figure 1, it is clear that one ofthe main characteristics
of a supply chain network is its multi-layer structure. Therefore, location decisions
should be modelled on different layers. On the upper level ofthe network, this cor-
responds to locating manufacturing plants, in the intermediate level to locating ad-
ditional assembly sites, and in the lower levels to locatingwarehouses, DCs or even
depots. Model (SCNDP) takes all these aspects into account.

The third group of issues to be considered by facility location models refer to the
integration of supply chain activities into these models. In addition to procurement,
multi-stage production (taking the BOM structure into account) and capacity expan-
sion as modelled in (SCNDP), the following features should also be considered:

• capacity issues:

– size of capacity (i.e. reduction or expansion of existing facilities either through
modular or continuous sizes),

– technology and equipment choice,
– selection of capacity levels,
– minimum throughput levels for a meaningful operation of facilities,

• inventory,
• routing.
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The last two categories of decision variables - inventory and routing - have re-
ceived increasing attention in the last decade. As emphasized in [8], inventory man-
agement involves two crucial tasks: the first is to determinethe number of stocking
points (e.g. DCs and/or warehouses), while the second is to define the level of inven-
tory to maintain at each of these points. To avoid sub-optimization, these decisions
should be regarded in an integrated perspective, namely with location decisions.

At some point in the downstream part of the supply chain, the transport volumes
to the next layer may no longer be large enough to justify fulltruck loads. In this
case, customers (or intermediate facilities) are delivered through routes. However,
by changing the type of delivery also the cost of servicing the demand of a customer
changes. In order to take this aspect into account, location-routing models are re-
quired (see [2], [26] and references therein). Ideally, onewould like to approximate
for every warehouse the cost of each delivery route without having to compute the
exact route.

As a result of economic globalization, models for the strategic design of inter-
national supply chains have gained increasing importance (see [21, 39]). Financial
factors are among the aspects having a strong impact on the configuration of global
supply chains. They include taxes, duties, tariffs, exchange rates, transfer prices, and
local content rules. The interaction between international location and financing de-
cisions was studied, for example, in [17], [40] and [42].

Another important extension regards the consideration of stochastic compo-
nents in facility location. Typical sources of uncertaintyinclude customer demands,
costs, exchange rates, capacities, and transportation times. The literature integrating
stochasticity with location decisions in an SCM context is still scarce as shown in
[28] due to the high complexity of the resulting models.

Finally, a meaningful extension of classical facility location problems is to con-
sider a planning horizon composed of several time periods. Facility location and
supply chain decisions are then to be planned for each periodof the extended hori-
zon. This feature will be detailed in the next section. We complete this section by
referring the interested reader to [24], where facility location models are discussed
extensively in the context of SCND and the above listed factors are surveyed.

5 Multi-period supply chain planning

In a network design project, large amounts of capital are typically allocated to new
facilities, thus making this type of investment a long-termproject. Therefore, fa-
cilities that are located now are expected to operate for an extended time period.
Moreover, many parameters such as customer demands and costs change during a
facility lifetime which may turn a good location today into abad one in the future.
If forecasts for the future unknown parameters are available, they can be used to ob-
tain a network design that can handle these future changes. As a result, a planning
horizon divided into several time periods is typically considered, and the best timing
and phasing of strategic decisions is to be planned.
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Network design decisions are mostly triggered by changing market conditions
rather than by the need to build a new supply chain from scratch. Due to economic
globalization and advances in information technology, thereconfiguration of an ex-
isting supply chain has become more frequent and its efficiency more important.
Expansion opportunities to new markets, mergers, acquisitions, and strategic al-
liances are among the factors triggering a network redesignprocess. In the course of
this process, existing facilities may be relocated to areaswith more favorable eco-
nomic conditions (e.g. lower labour costs). Facility relocation is a costly and time-
consuming project that must be carefully planned to avoid sudden network disrup-
tions. This case is handled in [22], [23] and [27] through gradual capacity transfers
from existing facilities to new sites during a multi-periodhorizon. In particular, the
model proposed in [23] considers a multi-echelon network with no restriction on
the number of facility and location layers. The underlying assumptions refer to a
number of customer zones with known demands for various commodities in each
period of the planning horizon, a number of potential sites where new facilities can
be established, a number of existing facilities that can be relocated to the new sites
through the gradual transfer of their capacities over the planning horizon, and a lim-
ited budget for investing in facility relocation, opening new facilities and closing
existing facilities. Figure 2 illustrates the various possible cases for capacity to be
transferred from existing locations to new sites during a given period.

complete capacity 
relocation

partial capacity 
relocation

new facilities

no capacity 
relocation

existing facilities

Fig. 2 The effect of capacity relocation.

The main strategic decisions to be made are outlined as follows:

• Which existing facilities should have their capacities partially or totally trans-
ferred and in which periods should relocation take place?

• How much capacity should be moved in each period?
• Which potential facility sites should be selected to receive the transferred capac-

ities and when should they be established?
• How should commodities flow through the network and in particular, from which

facilities should customer demands be satisfied in each period?
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• Which facilities should hold stock? In which periods and howmuch should be
held in stock in those facilities?

• How much of the available budget should be retained in each period to gain
interest and be used in future investments?

The objective is to redesign the supply chain network duringthe planning horizon
so as to minimize the sum of fixed and variable costs. The former include fixed
facility operating costs, while the latter are associated with production/procurement
operations at high level facilities (e.g. plants), the transportation of commodities
across the network, and holding inventory at stocking points (e.g. warehouses).

The main constraints comprise: (i) product flow balance relations for each fa-
cility, commodity and time period (including demand satisfaction); (ii) facility re-
location constraints ensuring that only feasible capacitytransfers take place from
existing facilities to new sites during the planning horizon; (iii) capacity limits with
respect to the maximum amount of products that may flow through each facility
and period; (iv) minimum throughput conditions stating that it is only meaningful to
operate a facility if its throughput is above a pre-specifiedminimum level; (v) con-
straints allowing the configuration of each facility to change at most once during the
time horizon: once closed, an existing facility cannot be re-opened and once open, a
new facility cannot be closed; (vi) budget constraints limiting the investment made
each period in capacity transfers, in setting up new facilities and in closing existing
facilities upon complete relocation.

As shown in [23], the above problem can be formulated as a large-scale MIP. Fur-
thermore, it generalizes many dynamic facility location models that have appeared
in the literature, including those restricted to decisionson opening new facilities and
closing existing facilities (no relocation opportunities). In addition, the new model
can easily be extended to facility expansion and/or downsizing situations as well
as to the relocation of facilities through discrete capacity transfers as opposed to
continuous shifts.

5.1 A heuristic for the multi-period SCND problem

Although medium sized problems can be solved efficiently using the commercial
CPLEX solver as reported in [23], it is clear that supply chain redesign problems
of realistic size become intractable using off-the shelf solvers. On the other hand,
most companies need an optimization-based decision support system capable of
considering the complexity and the dynamic nature of their supply chains, and that
allows them to rapidly prototype and evaluate alternative network configurations. In
other words, companies need analytical tools with re-optimization capabilities for
performing “what-if” analyzes in a reasonable amount of computing time. This calls
for the development of heuristic methods with a good trade-off between solution
quality and computational effort.

A promising methodology to solve the above problem is to apply a tabu search
(TS) approach. Many computational experiments for hard combinatorial problems
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have established tabu search as a flexible optimization technique that can compete
or even outperform classical methods. TS can be viewed as a neighbourhood search
method. This is an iterative procedure in which a neighbourhoodN(si) is defined
for the current solutionsi , and the next solutionsj is searched among the solutions
in N(si) (see [15]). Ideally, the new solutionsj satisfies the conditionz(sj ) < z(si),
wherez(·) denotes the objective function value of a minimization problem. Usual
stopping criteria include reaching the maximum number of iterations allowed and
not finding a better solution during a given number of iterations.

An important variant of TS is to include astrategic oscillationprocedure which
expands the search process so that infeasible solutions arepermitted during the
search (see [16]). By alternating the search between feasible and infeasible solu-
tions, possibly short-cuts may be explored in the feasible space. This is particularly
meaningful when reaching a good solution may require a long path through the fea-
sible space, whereas if a solution path is allowed to enter infeasible regions, then an
optimal (or near-optimal) solution can be found rather easily. A further benefit of
using strategic oscillation is that it provides sufficient diversity in the search, which
is a fundamental propriety of any heuristic procedure that aspires to find solutions
of superior quality. Although allowed, infeasible solutions are penalized by a term
that quantifies constraint violation. This leads to the introduction of thefitness of a
solution si , which is a function defined by

z′(si) = z(si)+ α · f (si) (13)

whereα denotes a penalty factor andf (si) is an infeasibility measure ofsi . If
f (si) > 0 then solutionsi is infeasible, otherwisef (si) = 0. The penalty factorα
is dynamically adjusted during the search. If an infeasiblesolution is visited then
α is increased in an attempt to move out of the infeasible region, thus discouraging
further infeasible solutions. In contrast,α is decreased when a feasible solution has
been found. With this dynamic mechanism different parts of the solution space are
emphasized during the search process, thus improving the robustness of the method.

In the problem presented in [23], infeasibility arises through the violation of
the budget constraints. Hence, network configurations resulting from investments
in capacity relocation, setup of new facilities and shutdown of existing facilities
that exceed the available budget in one or more periods are permitted. Whenever
such a solution is obtained, it will be modified by exploring its neighbourhood. This
entails determining the first period in the planning horizonwith excess budget and
then identifying the facilities responsible for budget consumption in that period.
The largest expenditures are triggered by new facilitiesℓ ∈ So through the payment
of fixed opening costs and by existing facilitiesk ∈ Sc due to fixed closing costs
charged after their full relocation (recall the notation introduced in Section 3).

Let t denote the first period with excess budget and letsi be the current (in-
feasible) solution. For each facilityℓ ∈ So requiring an investment in periodt, its
neighbourhoodN(si , ℓ) is explored by visiting all solutions that differ fromsi with
respect to the period in which facilityℓ is open. This can occur either after or before
periodt. Bringing the setup of facilityℓ forward is only considered if enough budget
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is available in that period. A third alternative is to not operate that facility during the
entire planning horizon. Each neighbour solution is evaluated by the corresponding
fitness function (13).

For each existing facilityk ∈ Sc, its neighbourhoodN(si ,k) is also explored by
visiting all solutions that differ fromsi by changing the period in which facilityk
is closed. This can take place prior or after periodt. The former case is only stud-
ied provided enough budget is available to cover the corresponding closing costs.
A third alternative is to keep facilityk in operation throughout the planning hori-
zon. Again, the fitness function (13) is used to assess the quality of the neighbour
solutions.

Among the neighbours inN(si , ℓ) andN(si ,k), the best solutionsj is selected. If
the budget constraints are not violated thensj is a feasible solution of the original
problem. The penalty factorα is decreased and the search process is intensified by
exploring the neighbourhood ofsj in an attempt to identify an overall best feasible
solution. Otherwise,sj becomes the new incumbent solution, the penalty factorα
is increased and a new iteration of the TS algorithm is performed. To improve the
efficiency of the search process, not only the best solutionsj is kept but also the next
two best solutions are saved. This is necessary if in the nextiteration the neighbour-
hood of solutionsj turns out to be empty (i.e. no feasible solutions of the problem
with relaxed budget constraints exist). In this case, the search is restarted with the
second best neighbour. Empirical experiments with the TS algorithm showed that in
very few cases it is required to return to the third best neighbour.

Before starting the algorithm, the linear relaxation of theoriginal MIP is solved.
Each fractional value of a facility variable in the LP-solution is then rounded either
to zero (no operation of the facility in a given period) or to one (the facility oper-
ates in the period corresponding to the variable). The search procedure is initialized
with this solution. The algorithm stops either upon reaching a maximum number of
iterations or when a feasible solution with an LP-gap below 1% is identified.

The heuristic described above can be summarized as follows:

STEP 1: Solve the linear relaxation of the problem
STEP 2: Apply the rounding procedure to the binary variables
STEP 3: Apply the tabu search procedure

Table 2 Heuristic for solving the multi-period SCND problem.

To study the computational performance and solution quality of the TS approach,
49 problems were randomly generated for supply chain networks with three facility
layers in addition to customers: plants or suppliers, central DCs and regional DCs.
Facility relocation decisions concern both DC layers. The test instances have 3–8
periods, 5–50 products, 50–200 customers, 4–12 central DCs, and 10–30 regional
DCs. Networks with five plants or 50 suppliers were generated. Details about the
test instances and the fine tuning of parameters in the TS algorithm are provided in
[10]. On average, problems with 107,000 continuous variables, 247 binary variables
and 7,650 constraints were solved.
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A scatter plot of the results obtained is given in Figure 3. Toevaluate the qual-
ity of the solutions identified by the TS algorithm, each problem was also solved
with the CPLEX 7.5 solver on a Pentium III PC with a 2.6 GHz processor and
2 GB RAM. A time limit of five hours was applied to CPLEX runs. However, upon
identification of a feasible solution with a maximum gap of 1%to the optimum, the
solver was stopped. They-axis of the scatter plot represents the percentage time de-
viation which is given by 100%· (TH −TC)/TC with TH denoting the time required
by the heuristic procedure andTC the time required by CPLEX. Thex-axis corre-
sponds to the percentage solution deviation given by 100%· (zH −zC)/zC, wherezH

denotes the objective value of the best solution identified by the TS heuristic andzC

is the objective value of the best solution found by CPLEX.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the TS algorithm with CPLEX.

As seen from Figure 3, substantial less computational effort is required by the
TS algorithm compared with CPLEX except for two instances. Regarding the so-
lution quality, the TS heuristic identifies solutions as good as those provided by
CPLEX for 65% of the problems. In three cases the TS approach even finds slightly
better solutions than CPLEX. In the remaining problems, thesolutions obtained are
less than 5% more expensive than those given by CPLEX. These are remarkably
good results which show that allowing temporary infeasibility often leads to a more
rapid descent to high-quality feasible solutions.
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6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed network design decisions in SCM. We provided an
overview of classical facility location models and presented a model featuring var-
ious strategic SCM decisions in addition to facility location decisions. We reported
on computational experience showing that the proposed model can be solved op-
timally with an off-the-shelf MIP solver for instances of realistic size within rea-
sonable time. Furthermore, we extended the discussion on SCND by identifying
classes of decisions that should be included in a more comprehensive model for
strategic supply chain planning. A crucial aspect regards the multi-period nature
of many SCND decisions. Due to its importance, this feature was embedded in an
SCND model that considers facility relocation decisions along with other important
strategic decisions. A novel tabu search heuristic procedure was proposed for solv-
ing the multi-period problem. The results from our computational experience have
shown that the new solution approach identifies high qualitysolutions. Furthermore,
it is a computationally attractive strategy compared to a well-known commercial
solver, even when the latter is used to find near-optimal solutions.

Many approaches can be employed to solve SCND problems. The heuristic we
proposed is an example of a successful algorithm for solvingthe multi-period prob-
lem described in Section 5. In a recent review (see [24]), different approaches to
solve SCND problems have been surveyed. Figure 4 summarizesthe basic statis-
tics regarding the solution methodology that can be found inthe literature (see [24]
for details). We distinguish between problems solved with ageneral-purpose solver
(such as CPLEX) and those solved with a specifically tailoredalgorithm. Within
each category, two classes are further identified: problemsfor which finding an op-
timal solution is the primary goal, and problems for which identifying a heuristic
solution is the main target. This categorization leads to the four groups displayed in
Figure 4.

General solver
heuristic solution

39%

Specific algorithm
heuristic solution

General solver
exact solution

23%

36%

Specific algorithm
exact solution

2%

Fig. 4 Solution methodology for SCND problems.
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It can be observed that the large majority of the solution approaches have been
specifically designed for each problem. Nevertheless, manyexact procedures have
also been developed for these problems. This shows that there is still much room for
improving existing models, namely by making them more comprehensive.

Despite all the work that has been developed for SCND problems, too few ap-
plications have been reported in the literature. In [24], a survey is presented on the
applied works that have appeared. Table 3 displays the number of published papers
according to two categories: the type of industry the application comes from and
the type of data used. The latter category either refers to a real-life scenario, even
if it was not implemented in practice (Case study), or to a study where randomly
generated data for a specific industry was used (Industrial context).

Industry Number of papers
Automotive Case study 2

Industrial context 1
Chemicals Case study 4

Industrial context 1
Food Case study 4

Industrial context 1
Forestry Case study 3

Industrial context 1
Hardware Case study 2

Industrial context 3
Military Case study 2
Sand Case study 2
Other Case study 9

Industrial context 5

Table 3 Applications of SCND problems.

It can be seen that 70% of the articles report on case studies while the remaining
30% use randomly generated data in an industrial context. A possible explanation
for this difference is that once enough knowledge and data onstrategic supply chain
planning are gathered, it becomes more rewarding to focus ona case study.

One aim of this chapter is to stimulate new applications to emerge in the context
of SCND. Furthermore, there is an increasing need for comprehensive models that
can capture simultaneously many relevant aspects of real-life problems. The general
modelling framework presented in this chapter for single and multi-period SCND
problems gives a contribution in this direction. Nevertheless, there are still many
opportunities for the development of new models and solution techniques to support
decision-making in strategic supply chain planning.
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